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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we evaluate the automatic scoring of a descriptive
type test. In the experiments, three test similarity measures are
compared in terms of automatic scoring quality. Two of them are
BLEU and RIBES, which are n-gram and word-level matching
processes respectively, originally used for automatic evaluation of
machine translation output. The other similarity process is
Doc2Vec, which utilizes distributed representation to calculate
the cosine distance. It was finally found that, according to the
experimental results, the most efficient process used to calculate
the text similarity depends on the type of the question.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the importance of "21st Century Skills" has been
advocated in educational circles. A descriptive type of test is one
of the methods to measure this skill; hence, this type of test is
becoming more important than a multiple choice test.
In this paper, we carried out experiments on automatic scoring of
a descriptive type test. There are two types of methods for
automatic descriptive type test scoring. The first method is a
similarity-based method, which computes the similarity between a
student’s answer and a model answer. The second method does
not require a model answer; however, it requires several natural
language processing (NLP) tools that compute cohesion,
coherence, etc. [1]. In this research, we adopt the first approach
because our target language for automatic scoring is Japanese and
some of the NLP tools are not supported in Japanese. Furthermore,
our research partner could provide test items and model answers.
In this paper, section 2 describes similarity measures that are used
for automatic scoring. Section 3 demonstrates the experiments
and their corresponding results, and finally, section 4 describes
the conclusions and future work.

2. SIMILARITY MEASURES
In this research, we apply two similarity measures based on
surface expression. Both of them were proposed for automatic
evaluation of machine translation output. We also apply the
similarity measures in a distributed expression to the automatic
scoring experiments. In this subsection, we explain these
similarity measures.

2.1 Similarity in surface expression
BLEU [2] is proposed for the evaluation of machine translations.
It uses n-gram matching between a reference sentence and a
machine translation output. A sentence that is shorter compared to
the reference is penalized in the BLEU score calculation.
RIBES [3] is also an automatic evaluation measure for machine
translations. First, it compares the machine translation output with
a reference at the word level. Then, it inspects the word order for
common words based on the rank correlation coefficient.

2.2 Similarity in distributed expression
Recently, by using deep learning technology, a word or sentence
can be converted into a distributed expression that is a vector of
several hundred dimensions. According to previous research [4, 5],
the cosine similarity between the distributed expressions is fairly
close to a semantic similarity. In this research, the gensim 1
version of Doc2Vec is used to build the model that converts the
document into a distributed expression.
Table 1: Statistics of the Training Corpus for Doc2Vec
# of words

Lexicon size

Japanese wiki abstract (WIKI)

29,944,313

1,398,558

Mainichi-News-Paper
2014) (NP)

504,844,192

5,578,327

534,788,505

6,376,935

WIKI + NP

(1991-

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Experimental settings
Doc2Vec requires a text corpus for model training. For the
experiments, we use a Wikipedia corpus (WIKI) and a Mainichi
Newspaper corpus (NP). In addition, three models are trained: one
using WIKI, one using NP and one using both WIKI and NP.
Then, the best model is chosen for each test item in terms of the
automatic scoring performance. Table 1 demonstrates the
statistics of each particular corpus. In the experiments, we use ten
1
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test items.
Table 2 Answer Text-Data Specification
Item
ID

Topic of
question

Question
type

Ave.
length
of
student
answers
(words)

Lexicon
size of
student
answers

ID01 Book

Graph reading

112.2

62.5

21

ID02 Fisherman

Summarization

49.7

33.4

21

ID03 Food

Graph reading

96.4

49.0

24

ID04 Fishery

Graph reading

87.8

53.5

22

ID05 Supermarket Summarization 101.4

59.7

22

Number
of
students

ID06 University

Summarization

110.7

71.6

20

ID07 Japanese

Summarization

77.7

46.8

32

ID08 Mail

Summarization

58.9

44.6

42

ID09 Vietnam

Graph reading

57.5

31.2

29

ID10 Beef

Graph reading

90.2

44.2

24

84.3

49.6

25.7

ID01- Average
10

result also shows that the Doc2Vec similarity sometimes also
works as a complemental similarity.

All test items are answered by at least twenty students, aged
between 10 and 16 years. Each question has its own target grade.
Table 2 demonstrates the data set. In the table, “Graph reading”
indicates the situation where the students are asked to describe a
fact that can be read from the given graphs. Normally this type of
question is a short sentence. Further, “Summarization” indicates
the situation where the students are asked to summarize a given
text between 300 to 800 words long. In each test item, four model
answers are made by four teachers. Each answer is also scored by
four teachers. Averaged scores are used as the recorded
evaluation results in the experiments.

3.2 Experimental results and Discussion
Figure1 shows the correlation between the subjective score and
automatic similarity. For Doc2Vec, we trained models with three
conditions: Newspaper corpus only (D2V/NP), Wikipedia corpus
only (D2V/WIKI) and both Newspaper and Wikipedia (D2V/NP
+ WIKI).
The methods that use similarity in surface expression are partly
advantageous in the summarization question type. In this type of
question, students tend to use the expression in the given question
sentence, and the variety of their word choice is small. Thus, the
possibility of matching words on the model answer could be high.
In fact, the correlation values of BLEU and RIBES for ID02,
ID05, ID06, ID07 and ID08 are relatively high.
The methods that use similarity in distributed expression are
partly advantageous for the automatic scoring of graph reading
questions. In general, the answer for this kind of question has a
wide variation of words because students are free to choose their
own words.
Both types of results, however, are shown on the graph of
reading questions. First, the correlation value from Doc2Vec is
better than the other methods for ID03, ID04 and ID10. This is
due to the reason described previously. Second, the value of
Doc2Vec is inferior for ID01, though it is a graph reading
question. In this case, we understand that the corpus used does not
share many similar words with the model answer sentences. The

Figure 1 Correlation between subjective score and automatic
method

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For automatic scoring, we compared the Doc2Vec, the BLEU,
and the RIBES similarities. In the case where the answers include
a wide variation of words among students, the method using
distributed expression seems to be more advantageous.
In future work, we will conduct research to use several
similarities in a complementary way. We will also compare
several methods, including the method using cohesion and
coherence [1] that is described in the introduction section as a
second method.
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